By truck from the A7

The way to our truck entrance:
Join the A7 towards Kiel / Flensburg.
At exit Flensburg turn right onto the B200. You take exit Flensburg / Rade and turn right towards Zentrum into Husumer Straße. Right afterwards get into the left lane towards Zentrum. At the traffic lights go straight ahead. After 300 metres, behind the second set of traffic lights, there is the truck entrance on the left hand side.

By car from the A7

The way to our main entrance:
Join the A7 towards Kiel / Flensburg.
At exit Flensburg turn right onto the B200. You take the exit Flensburg / Rade and turn right towards Zentrum into Husumer Straße. Right afterwards get into the left lane towards Zentrum. At the traffic lights go straight ahead past the truck entrance. At the end of the road turn left. Bear to the left lane towards Husum / Hamburg (B200). Drive up Husumer Straße and after 200 metres, there is our main entrance on the right hand side.